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AD Leb has organized Lost in the right direction
in collaboration with the Ministry of Culture
Directorate General of Antiquities, with the support
of Institut français du Liban and the cultural and
archaeological mediation of SṢilāt for Culture.

No part of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic
or mechanical, including photocopy, recording or
any other information storage and retrieval system,
without prior permission in writing from the publisher.
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Lost in the right direction is another
exhibition that reflects Gaïa
Fodoulian’s vision for AD Leb in
bringing together varied creatives
to showcase collaborative works in
unconventional spaces.
In early 2020, Gaïa – an aspiring
designer – had the idea for Art
Design Lebanon: a platform to
unite her two greatest passions,
art and design, operating across
both the physical and digital worlds.
She envisioned it as inclusive,
a tribute to her, and in honour of her

place where you could discover the

memory. AD Leb continues to grow

work of emerging and established

and evolve thanks to Annie and the

practitioners and engage with other

hard work of the AD Leb team who all

art and design enthusiasts.

have great faith in its mission.

Over the next few months, Gaïa

AD Leb is a not-for-profit gallery.

worked diligently to develop AD Leb’s

All proceeds will go to the

mission and ethos. But the Beirut

Gaïa Fodoulian Association, an

port explosion of 4 August changed

organization that supports and

everything. Her work on AD Leb was

cares for animals in need and

brutally interrupted by her untimely

provides assistance for animal

death. Gaïa’s mother, Annie Vartivarian,

rescuers – a cause that Gaïa cared

decided to realize Gaïa’s project as

deeply about throughout her life.
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innovative, edgy, and offbeat: a

I am proud to share with you AD

will appreciate how personal this is

Leb’s second exhibition Lost in the

for me as I strive to continue what my

right direction, to collaborate once

daughter Gaïa started and to keep

more with so many talented artists,

her memory alive. Imagining AD Leb

designers, and craftsmen, and to

as a gallery without walls exemplified

continue honouring the legacy of my

Gaïa’s spirit of innovation and

daughter Gaïa.

openness; she dreamed of bringing
together artists and designers from

The reception for our first show in

Lebanon and around the world, and

April this year gave me a huge amount

to showcase and support their work.

of faith in the importance of bringing

For this exhibition, I am delighted

people together through culture.

that we can develop her vision

With the simultaneous challenges of

further by hosting it outdoors in an

sustained grief following 4 August

extraordinary setting, giving visitors

2020, the ongoing unrest in our

a unique experience of the Deir El

country, and the backdrop of the

Kalaa archaeological site. Once again,

global pandemic, it is more vital than

we feature artists and designers

ever to bring art to the public and I

alongside one another, but this time

hope to see an increasing number

we are also including artisans as a

of galleries reopening and doing the

celebration of our country’s traditional

same. Art, design, and creativity of all

crafts, heritage, and cultural identity.

forms provide a space for rejuvenation
and connection, and in giving a

We do not attempt to shape our

platform to local artists we can

curatorial concepts too much in

provide the support and opportunities

advance; rather we encourage

that they need and deserve.

organic collaborations between the
participants to flourish, allowing the

If you know the story of AD Leb, you

artworks to steer the form and theme
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of the exhibition without a rigid
template. We respect the need for
flexibility in the creative process
and wish for the artists, designers,
and artisans to present works
that feel totally authentic to their
intuition and message.
I hope this show will bolster the
trust and confidence of the creative
community in our country, that it will
reassure them that there is still an
opportunity to find inspiration and to
thrive here and that it can reinforce
the importance of making art during
the most difficult of times.
To all our visitors and supporters – we
thank you for coming to experience
Lost in the right direction with an
open and inquisitive heart as you join
in this dynamic narrative between the
past and the present.

Annie Vartivarian
Director of Art Design Lebanon
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Lost in the right direction is the

these disciplines and to challenge

second exhibition from AD Leb, a

the convention of exhibiting them

cultural space and digital platform

separately. Amongst the varied

dedicated to supporting cultural and

artworks, recurrent themes include

artistic production in Lebanon and the

nature and the Lebanese landscape,

surrounding region. Contemporary

political turmoil and the upheaval of

works by established and emerging

the pandemic, traditions and rituals,

artists, designers and artisans are

the passage of time, loss, memory,

displayed at an archaeological site in

and hope.

the mountains east of Beirut in a rare,
public outdoor exhibition.

To facilitate a holistic approach, the
participating creatives were given

A combination of sculptures,

tours by archaeology professor

photography, drawings, textiles, and

Assaad Seif to inform their works. This

design interventions are installed

has resulted in pieces which both

across Deir El Kalaa – a Roman

draw inspiration from and channel the

Byzantine settlement in the village

energy of Deir El Kalaa, contributing

of Beit Meri – creating a dialogue

to AD Leb’s goal of reviving a

between the contemporary and

rich historical site and adapting a

the ancient arts and crafts. By

public outdoor space – something

encouraging organic collaborations

significantly lacking in Lebanon – for

between the forty-one participating

people to enjoy. Within the framework

artists, designers, artisans, and

of the exhibition, workshops will also

collectives, AD Leb aims to

take place where artisanal practices

dismantle stereotypes that divide

and products will be showcased,
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shedding light on the importance

Claudia Chahine; Karen Chekerdjian;

of preserving and sustaining these

Coin d’Art; Nohad El Daher; Oliver

endangered crafts.

DeGem; Gilbert Debs; Nada Debs;
Gaïa Fodoulian; Nouhad Hannaddaher;

The exhibition’s title – Lost in the

Hatem Imam; Rina Jaber; Roger

right direction – is a quote drawn

Gemayel Lighting; Khalife Glass

from Gaïa Fodoulian’s Instagram page.

(Nisrine Khalife); Mohamad Kanaan;

An emerging designer herself, Gaïa

Natasha Karam; Marm Group Stone;

developed the idea for AD Leb in

Paul Merhy; Elie Morcos; Kamil Mrad;

early 2020 before her untimely death

Hussein Nassereddine; Opus Magnum

following the Beirut port explosion of

Gallery; Adrian Pepe; Nathaniel

4 August that year.

Rackowe; Pierre Rajha; Safa Group

At the end of another turbulent

(Marwan Bou Ghanem); Mahmoud

year for Lebanon, this show offers a

Safadi; Christine Safatly; Roula

chance to connect and instigates a

Salamoun; Ieva Saudargaitė Douaihi;

vital dialogue around the purpose and

S
Ṣ ilāt for Culture; Caroline Tabet; Sibylle

hope that can be found in creativity.

Tarazi; Topkapi; and Christian Zahr.

The title also resonates more widely
with global events following an
unprecedented time throughout the
pandemic. Whilst we are adapting
and seeking direction in a constantly
shifting reality, we can find new
meaning through artistic expression
and via the broad perspective
provided by history and culture.
Participating artists, designers,
artisans and makers:
Elias and Yousef Anastas; Lara Baladi;
Bokja Design (Huda Baroudi and Maria
Hibri); Bisat Al Rih; Samer Bou Rjeily;
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AD Leb is a cultural space and

Vartivarian, is realizing this vision as

digital platform dedicated to

a tribute to her daughter.

supporting cultural and artistic
production in Lebanon and the

AD Leb operates as a not-for-profit

surrounding region. We stage

gallery. All proceeds will go to the Gaïa

exhibitions in unconventional

Fodoulian Association, an organization

spaces both in Lebanon and

that supports and cares for animals

abroad, and also operate across

in need and provides assistance

the virtual realm. Through our

for animal rescuers – a cause that

exhibitions and curated parallel

Fodoulian cared deeply about

program, we aim to promote

throughout her life.

dialogue and connect local and
international artists, designers,
cultural practitioners, art
enthusiasts, and collectors.
Designer Gaïa Fodoulian developed
the idea for AD Leb in early 2020.
An avid art enthusiast, she believed
in the importance of supporting and
showcasing the work of local and
international artists and designers
and hoped to achieve this mission
through her platform. Fodoulian’s
work was interrupted on 4 August
2020 when she was killed in the
Beirut port explosion. Her mother,
art patron and gallerist Annie
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Website: artdesignlebanon.com
Instagram: @artdesignlebanon
Facebook: @artdesignlebanon
#ADLeb #LostintheRightDirection
Gaïa Fodoulian Association
Instagram: gaiafodoulianassociation
Facebook: Gaia-Fodoulian-Association
Twitter: GaiaFodoulianAs

In the mountains, fifteen kilometers

have been a combination of both,

east of Beirut and 800 meters above

with earthquakes perceived as Baal

sea level, the archaeological site of

Marcod making the mountains dance.

Deir El Kalaa rises behind the village
of Beit Meri. It includes the remains

AD Lebanon’s exhibition Lost in the

of a 1st century AD Roman temple

right direction takes place in the

complex dedicated to the Phoenician

residential area to the east of the

god Baal Marcod and Roman goddess

main road leading to the Baal Marcod

Juno. Thought to be the third largest

temple, where the remains of a

of its kind in Lebanon, it served as an

Byzantine settlement with its streets,

important festival and pilgrimage site

boutiques, homes, and a bath have

for the people of Beirut until the late

been unearthed during the 1960s.

4th century AD when the Roman cult

This rural settlement flourished

was permanently banned.

between the 4th and the 6th century
AD. Reminiscent of the period are the

Greek and Latin inscriptions

remains of a Byzantine church with

discovered in the temple walls at Deir

its colourful mosaic floor depicting

El Kalaa during the late 19th century,

early Christian symbols and several

talk about the worshippers who

oil presses testifying to the industrial

traveled there in an act of reverence

nature of the site as a representation

and devotion. Whilst Juno is a widely

of the type of economy that this

known goddess of heavens in Roman

rural settlement relied upon. During

religion, there is considerable

the eighteenth century, a Maronite

mystery shrouding the Phoenician

monastery was built at the site over

god Baal Marcod. Differing historic

the front part of Baal Marcod temple

accounts and myths attribute him

in addition to a church dedicated

as either the lord of ritual dances or

to St. John. The monastery and the

the earthquake god; although it may

church are still under the Antonine
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Maronite order today.
Despite its rich history, knowledge of
Deir El Kalaa’s significance has been
eroded over the years and there is
relatively little information available to
the public. By installing an exhibition
of contemporary art, design, and
craft, hosting artisanal workshops,
and offering guided tours at Deir El
Kalaa, AD Lebanon seeks to transmit
the importance of this heritage
site for the people of Lebanon. The
exhibition, therefore, celebrates
Lebanon’s cultural heritage and strives
to reinvigorate a space which was
historically designed for community,
celebration, and faith.

Sources:
Nina Jidejian, Beirut Through the Ages,
Librairie Orientale, Beirut, 1998.
Hassane Sarkis and Assaad Seif, Deir
el Qalaa & the Aqueduct of Zubaida,
Archaeological Promenade Brochure,
Ministry of Tourism, INMA, Beirut, 2005
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Lost in the Right
Direction
An opportunity for a
landmark regeneration.
Deir El Kalaa is more than a forgotten
archaeological site in the vicinity
of Beirut; it is a place where the
geography is revealed in a glance,
simultaneously embracing the sea
and the main mountain peaks of
Lebanon. It sits on the southern
edge of a hilltop, overlooking the
Beirut River valley to the East, and the
Mediterranean coastline to the West.
This strategic position made Deir El
Kalaa a historical vantage point, where
the territory becomes visible and its
deities, tangible.
Today it is difficult to have a
comprehensive reading of the site.
The Roman Byzantine Village, which
has been chosen for the exhibition,
is disconnected from the worship
14

esplanade. It is also separated,
by buildings and forests, from its
meaningful horizons. The ruins are a
fragment of the ancient settlement;
they lie between scattered
wildflowers, under magnificent oak
and pine trees. They are integrated
in the daily life of the surrounding
neighbourhoods with passers-by
and children playing around. It is the
type of pastoral setting that triggered
landscape painting in the renaissance,
what Le Lorain could have seen in the
Roman Campagna.
More than picturesque scenery, it is a
melancholic garden that has witnessed
many events of our ancient and
contemporary history, with a notable
difference in that the ruins are not
romantic follies dispatched in an English
park, but valuable heritage remains
linked by a historical narrative, where
archaeological research is still on-going.

Intervening in a place loaded with
so many geographic landmarks,

history, and landscape references,
is a challenge - one of being able to
reconnect the three aspects of the
site - using the artworks as tactical
interventions, or “machines à voir”,
creating parallel narratives by-wayof a promenade leading through a
series of fragments.
For Lost in the Right Direction, the
seventeen exhibited works have been
crafted in relation to Deir El Kalaa, and
in return, they take possession of its
landscape. Their mere presence draws
attention and significance back to
the site, and their positioning makes
the archaeology readable again. They
highlight the main amenities of the
ancient town: its streets, houses, baths,
its church, olive presses, and shops.
They underline its structures and make
them accessible to a new audience.
The artworks, and the various themes
they encompass, resonate with the
history of the site and the major events
witnessed by the territory.
Deir El Kalaa provides a stage for the
artworks, as much as the artworks
create a setting for a new reading of
the place.
At the main entrance, which has been
shifted to the valley side, a traditional
charcoal mound sits as the first
milestone leading the way. It calls

to mind preparations for the winter
season and fire smouldering under
the ashes. It reflects on the theme of
regeneration, a central idea for the
exhibition.

Hala Younes Bio
Hala Younes is an architect,
geographer and educator. In her
professional practice and in her
teaching, Younes takes a close look
at the complexity of territories and
their histories in order to initiate the
design project. She is committed
to producing and disseminating
knowledge and awareness regarding
urban realities; as such, in 2018,
Younes initiated the first Lebanese
National Pavilion at the Venice
Architecture Biennale. In 2019, she
received the Middle East Architect
Award of the Residential Project
of the Year for her Terrace Villa 2 in
Chatine, Lebanon. In 2020 she was
awarded the order of Chevalier des
Arts et des Lettres from the French
Ministry of Culture. She founded her
architecture studio in Lebanon in 1995,
and between 2001 and 2009, she
taught at the School of Architecture
of the City and Territories of Marne
la Vallée in Paris. Younes currently
teaching at the Lebanese American
University in Beirut.
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What do you feel is the main

The hope of being “lost in the right

significance and theme of the

direction” echoes an ongoing search

exhibition title?

in the collective mind of humanity
since ancient times and across the

Gaïa is my inspiration – I want her

current global and local events that

thoughts to determine the direction

we are living.

of the gallery, from the overall vision to
the logistical details. At the end of the

How did you choose these artists and

day, AD Leb is her project, so I want

creatives for the exhibition?

to ensure that her input continues
to be present. I usually turn to Gaïa’s

The artists and creatives that I

posts on social media for answers as

selected have a cohesive sensibility in

that is where she shared her thoughts

their works that best represents what

and beliefs. I took the title for this

I intended for this location. They have

exhibition, Lost in the right direction,

developed profound feelings about

from her Instagram page. I chose

Deir El Kalaa since we first organized

this quote specifically because it

the guided tours last September.

resonates with the archaeological site

They were captivated by the site,

of Deir El Kalaa: its history, the feeling

its history, topography and what it

of escape that it provides to visitors,

has to offer. Some of the artists and

its lost civilizations and the passage

creatives have known the site since

of time, and the fact that it is now a

they were children and held nostalgic

largely forgotten site despite holding

memories of family expeditions and

a rich place in our cultural heritage.

individual escapes. It provides both
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natural and human-made beauty

more – especially amongst the

and encompasses numerous stories

younger generation – have never

and myths that have informed the

been introduced to the site at all.

work of the participants. Some of the

Our mission is to shed light on the

works explore the evolution of time

importance of such places and revive

– how things have changed from the

discussion about them so that they

ancient past, up to the present day –

hold space in our consciousness.

whilst others conversely showcase

Furthermore, the site location,

things which have not changed:

topography, and historical context

how intervening generations have

are aspects which have inspired

preserved the same traditions,

participating artists and creatives in

methodologies, and techniques.

the conceptualization and creation
of their works. Some were influenced

Was there a particular reason for

by ancient materials, traditions,

selecting an archaeological site for

and techniques; others by ancient

the setting? How do the artworks

deities, the archaeological ruins,

interact with the site?

their meaning and usage; and others
by the site’s flora and living, natural

The starting point was to find places

landscape. The contemporary works,

with strong, wide-reaching stories.

the archaeological ruins and the

That was Gaïa’s vision for AD Leb:

nature of the site come together

to present art and design works

in a dynamic dialogue of contrast,

in unconventional places to spark

resemblance, and collaboration.

conversation, not only about the
exhibited works but also the space

Why did you decide to incorporate

itself. Deir El Kalaa has so much to

local artisans and crafts?

offer in terms of history, cultural
heritage, architecture, archaeology,

Craft and artisanal work were major

geography, and ancient traditions and

activities of ancient life at this

customs. Unfortunately, nowadays it

archaeological site. Most of these

does not receive the attention that

techniques have been preserved and

it deserves. Many people have just

are still used today, such as olive oil

a few faded memories and many

processing. We have a duty towards
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our local artisans for the beautiful

wider community through art, design,

work they do in preserving our cultural

craft, and history. In this exhibition,

heritage. All creatives are facing hard

I specifically wanted to bring all the

times in Lebanon due to the highly

creatives together to break down the

challenging political, economic, and

rigid stereotypes and classifications

security situation. I want to give

of different disciplines that have

them hope that they and their work

shaped the way we experience

are valued and appreciated. I want

creativity for so long time. I would like

them to keep on doing what they

also to remind people that AD Leb

are doing, to get the exposure they

is a not-for-profit gallery which uses

deserve, and to therefore consider

all proceeds to support the mission

staying in the country.

of Gaïa Fodoulian Association. The
Association continues Gaïa’s other

How do you feel about the evolution

mission, that of helping as many

and growth of AD Leb so far this

animals in need as possible. With

year? What is next for AD Leb?

the current situation in the country,
many pets are being abandoned,

This is the second exhibition by AD

which is creating huge pressure

Leb. We have invested all our effort

on animal organizations with

to continue the journey and to be

numerous dogs and cats being

able to provide knowledge, support,

rescued daily. By supporting the

and education, and to reignite our

work of participating creatives, you

collective cultural memory. Directed

also help us take care of vulnerable

by Gaïa’s vision, our work is focused

creatures who need us more than

on promoting local and regional

ever during these hard times.

creatives – artists, designers,
architects, artisans, and makers – as
well as championing the preservation
of heritage territory and shedding
light on forgotten spaces; creating a
dialogue between all creative forms;
encouraging artists and designers to
stay in Lebanon; and supporting the
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Hatem Imam, Elias Anastas and
Yousef Anastas
(Local Industries)

Ever New Idle Eyes
2021
Mixed media with sound piece
Dimensions variable
You melt into the gray of distance like instant milk, like everything else.
I cannot separate your voice from the chirping and the hissing.
Stand still for one second while I trace your field of vision onto the earth.
This is a fine clearing.
For my eyes to rest.

Elias and Yousef Anastas
Born into a family of architects, Elias (b. 1984) and Yousef (b. 1988) Anastas hold
an MA in architecture from Paris Val de Seine Paris, where they both worked
upon graduation. Elias returned to Bethlehem after winning a competition for
a music conservatory, while Yousef continued his studies, completing an MS in
structural engineering from Les Ponts et Chaussées. Together, they founded
Local Industries in 2012, a community of artisans and designers dedicated to
industrial furniture-making. In 2016, they went on to found SCALES, a research
department that is constantly enhanced by linking scales that are usually
opposed. Their studio’s work brings together architecture practices, furniture
making, research projects and cultural initiatives. Recent projects include
All Purpose, an installation for the 17th Venice Architecture Biennale; Radio
AlHara, a community-based online radio; the Hebron Courthouse Project; and
Stonematters, an experimental research project into the possibilities of stoneuse in contemporary architecture. They are about to launch the Wonder Cabinet
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in Bethlehem, a cultural initiative that aims to provide a production platform,
bringing together artisans and artists.

Hatem Imam
Hatem Imam (b. 1978) is a visual artist and graphic designer. He holds a BFA in
Graphic design from the American University of Beirut (AUB) and an MA in Fine
Arts from the University of Creative Arts in Canterbury, UK. He is the co-founder
and creative director of Studio Safar, co-founder of the design and visual culture
magazine Journal Safar, co-founder of Samandal Comics, and artistic director of
Annihaya Records. He has been teaching at the department of Architecture and
Graphic Design at AUB since 2007.
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Lara Baladi and Bokja Design
(Huda Baroudi and Maria Hibri)

I AM WITH HER
from the series “The River of Life’, 2021
Embroidery and appliqués on mixed textiles
based on a photomontage by Lara Baladi
260 x 210 cm
“Aucun homme n’a reçu de la nature le droit de commander aux autres. La
liberté est un présent du ciel, et chaque individu de la même espèce a le
droit d’en jouir aussitôt qu’il jouit de la raison.”
— Denis Diderot, Autorité Politique, Encyclopédie
I AM WITH HER is the first in a series of twenty-eight tapestries. This ambitious
project, The River of Life, a title borrowed from the Book of Revelations, is
inspired by the renowned medieval ‘Tapisserie de l’Apocalypse’ (Apocalypse
Tapestry). Born from a collaboration between Lara Baladi and Bokja Design, the
first tapestry of the series focuses on the word Nature and was conceived for
Lost in the Right Direction, an exhibition curated by Art Design Lebanon in the
interior the Deir El Kalaa ruins (The Monastery of The Fortress).
Each tapestry is Bokja’s interpretation–via embroidered textiles– of Baladi’s
assemblages of images and texts. Once completed, the series will unfold
over more than seventy meters to reveal twenty-eight illustrated words,
one for each letter of the Arabic alphabet. As we near what scientists and
conservationists call the ‘Sixth Mass Extinction,’ questions surrounding the
human impact on earth arise, prompting us to reevaluate our relationship with
the environment.
Gazing into a future of hope, the artwork draws on the iconography of past
and present protests and revolutions and the representation of history.
A reflection on the Anthropocene epoch we live in, the River of Life is a
commentary on our present-day condition, which proposes a renewed and
more integrated relationship with her, Mother Earth.
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Lara Baladi
Lara Baladi (b. 1969) is a multidisciplinary Egyptian-Lebanese artist, archivist,
and educator based between Egypt and Cambridge, MA. Her practice spans
photography, video, collage, multimedia works, architectural installations,
sculpture, and scent. Informed by critical investigations into historical archives
and the study of popular visual culture, Baladi’s work questions the theoretical
divide between myth, memory, reality, and the cycles inherent in history.
Ongoing since 2011, her project Vox Populi: Tahrir Archives includes a series of
media initiatives, artworks, publications, and an opensource timeline and portal
into the web-based archives of the 2011 Egyptian revolution and other global
social movements. Baladi’s work has been published, exhibited, and featured
internationally, including at the Hasselblad Foundation, Sweden (2021); the
Gwangju Biennial, South Korea (2018); Transmediale, Berlin, Germany (2016); and
Centre George Pompidou, Paris, France (2004). Baladi received fellowships
from MIT’s Open Documentary Lab (2014) and the Japan Foundation (2003).
She has been an artist-in-residence at MIT (Ida Ely Rubin Artist in Residence,
2015); MacDowell, New Hampshire, US (2015); and Art Omi, Ghent, New York
(2014) amongst others. In the past decade, she was on the board of directors
of the Arab Image Foundation (AIF) in Beirut and the Townhouse Gallery of
Contemporary Art in Egypt. Since 2016, Lara Baladi has been a Lecturer in MIT's
Program in Art, Culture, and Technology (ACT).

Bokja: Huda Baroudi and Maria Hibri
Founded in 2000 by Huda Baroudi and Maria Hibri, Bokja was born from a
shared passion for furniture, textiles, art, and design. While Baroudi spent
much of her life collecting fabrics from the Silk Road, Hibri is a connoisseur of
antique furniture. The two of them joined forces – merging their expertise and
knowledge of traditional craftsmanship – and launched Bokja, reupholstering
vintage furniture found in antique stores and flea markets with precious fabrics
from the region.
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Samer Bou Rjeily
Basalt, Versus collection
2022
Basalt
470 x 60 x 75 cm
Versus is an ongoing project which consists of a collection of objects – unique,
one-off pieces – that explores relationships between human-made surfaces
versus nature-made ones.
Bou Rjeily developed the idea for this collection after years of collecting rare
slabs and blocks found at marble suppliers all over Lebanon. He would take
each slab at a time, driven by a compulsion to work it out. In particular, he
would try to look for the collaborative relationship between the natural beauty
of these slabs and the craftsmanship skills of the humans handling them.
For the artist, there is an intrigue around found pieces that cannot be
reproduced, a texture of time and a proportion of hazard. In locations where
production happens, he is variously inspired by an object’s shape, size, and feel.

Samer Bou Rjeili
Samer Bou Rjeily (b. 1994) is an architect and designer based in Beirut. Marked
by their large scale, his works explore the inherent tension between natural
materials and man-made objects. His architectural designs employ wood,
marble, and stone, often retrieved from abandoned houses in and around Beirut
– in so doing, he reflects on the essence of raw materials and the life they inject
into past and present objects. Bou Rjeily holds a Bachelor of Architecture from
Notre Dame University (NDU), Lebanon. He exhibited work at the Beirut Design
Fair in 2019 for which he received the Talent Award.
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Karen Chekerdjian
Totem
2021

Clay and onyx marble, handmade in Italy
Unique piece
42 x 62 cm

Infinity table
2017

Terrazzo, handmade in Italy
Unlimited series
120 x 77 cm

Adam's box 2 made with Opus Magnum
2021

Sand mix, handmade in Lebanon
Unlimited series
175 x 55 x 39.5 cm

Totem, Infinity table and Adam's box 2 are part of an ongoing project by
designer Karen Chekerdjian. Three basic geometric shapes are stacked to
create a final composition – in this way, each work is simultaneously a single
piece and multiple pieces.
The three shapes are the starting point which set the rule for the design.
No further embellishment or decoration is permitted. The works represent
a search for balance between emptiness and fullness, an exploration of
proportion between heaviness and weightlessness.
The object emerges suddenly out of intuition. From stone and sand, it bursts
into a final form. Like archaeological remains, it seeks to remind the viewer
how it was made, and from what; you will forget its function, and perceive
only its essence. Amongst the ruins of Deir El Kalaa, Chekerdjian’s works
prompt us to remember that everything and everyone passes away – only
time keeps moving.
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Karen Chekerdjian
Karen Chekerdjian (b. 1970) is a designer based in Beirut. She holds an MA
in Industrial Design from Domus Academy, Milan. During her time in Milan,
she worked closely with Massimo Morozzi, founding member of Archizoom,
and produced her first piece, Mobil, which was fabricated and distributed
by Edra. She moved back to her native city of Beirut in 2001 and founded her
eponymous design studio through which she constantly challenges the limits
of design. Chekerdjian has shown her work globally, including at Institut du
monde arabe, Paris (2016), Galerie Dutko, Paris (2016), and Design Miami/, Basel
and Miami (2015).
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Gilbert Debs and Claudia Chahine with
Opus Magnum Gallery
Tivoli
2021
Reconstituted travertine
Edition of twelve
256 x 75 x 104 cm
Collaborators of twenty years Gilbert Debs and Claudia Chahine present a
new work which embodies the spirit of their design process. Under Tivoli’s
apparent simplicity hides years of research and creation and a complex
process to attain the purest object possible.
A design that defines in itself its concept, an object that clearly reveals what
it is – a modelled pebble in reconstituted stone. The piece summarizes Debs’
and Chahine’s two working criteria: to honour nature through functional
creations which subtly alter organic shapes; and to challenge themselves to
preserve and replace natural resources as precisely as possible by inventing
their own unique substitute materials.
This innovative approach and passion for the environment are also featured
in their previous works Agoni and Tuvalu. In exploring the crossover between
the organic and the human-made, Debs and Chahine constantly push the
boundaries of their practice to produce imaginative handmade pieces.

Gilbert Debs and Claudia Chahine
Having collaborated for the past twenty years, Gilbert Debs and Claudia
Chahine share an experimental approach, a passion for the beautiful and
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inventive, a desire to preserve nature and the environment – as evidenced
by past works Agoni and Tuvalu – and a commitment to the handmade.
They constantly navigate the boundaries between the brain and the body,
the possible and the impossible, pushing the limits of their craft. From their
workshop, they pursue purity, undertaking all stages from the design concept
through to the finished product. Whilst Debs brings ingenuity in the search
for materials and the invention of new processes, Chahine shapes the spirit of
their creative studio through design, rigor, and precision in her artistic choices.
They have worked together on furniture, products, and art installations, and
have additionally collaborated with other designers, lending their professional
expertise both in executing design projects and researching materials.
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Nada Debs and Rina Jaber
Migration of the Butterflies
2021
Installation; hand-carved wood cast in concrete, six blocks
105 x 105 x 210 cm
Ceramic sculptures, nine ceramics
18 x 25 cm
Born from a collaboration between designer Nada Debs and ceramic artist
Rina Jaber, this installation inlays Debs’ signature mother of pearl butterflies
onto concrete surfaces where they animate and embellish the cold, grey
material. The butterflies – depicted taking flight – represent the mass
migration of the Lebanese people following political turmoil, the struggles of
the country’s economy, and the increasingly challenging living conditions over
the past two years.
Debs and Jaber considered what the butterflies’ absence would look like
when they left their concrete ‘homes’; an imprint, a shape of emptiness
fossilized in the space they abandoned and in the hearts and memories of
those left behind.
Through this narrative, the artwork explores the complexity of human
emotion; where sadness, grief, and emptiness can coexist with longing,
hope, and beauty in each of us. The work may also prompt visitors to reflect
on the loss of loved ones not only through migration but also through some
tragedies, such as war, genocide, and natural disasters. Migration of the
Butterflies reminds us of the fragility and short life span of these creatures,
and how that is ultimately true for human life as well.
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Nada Debs
Nada Debs (b.1962) is a designer living and working in Beirut. Her work ranges
from product and furniture design to one-off commissions across craft, art,
fashion, and interiors. Having grown up in Japan, she studied design at the
Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) in the United States and has traveled
all over the world, looking for connections between different cultures. The
common thread in her work is her ability to distil culture and craftsmanship to
create pieces of emotional resonance that cut across time and borders. Debs’
work has been shown globally, including at the Victoria & Albert Museum,
London, UK; Haus der Kunst, Munich, Germany; the Boghossian Foundation,
Brussels, Belgium; and Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris, France. Her design
pieces are part of the permanent collection at Mathaf: Arab Museum of
Modern Art, Doha, Qatar.

Rina Jaber
Having lived in Japan for a decade, Rina Jaber’s (b. 1984) work is influenced
by Japanese art and aesthetic philosophy. Working primarily across sculpture
and ceramics, her pieces convey elusive elements, such as Wabisabi, Yugen,
and Shibui. The passage of time is a recurrent theme in her work and is also
reflected in her chosen technique: coiling. This hand-building method requires
the craftsperson to renounce the potter’s wheel completely, working directly
with the clay, building layer upon layer over time. During the modelling process
Jaber is aware of and fascinated by the fact that any single stroke or gentle
touch will transform the object forever and petrify a moment in time. Jaber’s
ceramic works integrate multiple disciplines – including pottery, architecture,
and painting – all of which are merged to create unique pieces. The artist is
currently based in Beirut.
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Oliver DeGem and Caroline Tabet
On Magnetic Declination
2021
Twelve pendants made of copper, resin and photographs; displayed in glass
12.5 x 12.5 cm; 8.5 x 8.5 cm; 6.5 x 6.5 cm
On Magnetic Declination is a collaboration between jewellery designer Oliver
DeGem and photographer Caroline Tabet. The work reflects on the motion
of the earth, the subtle shifting of the northern point of a compass, and the
movement of displaced people forced to flee to foreign shores.
DeGem and Tabet considered what precious items these people might
choose to take with them; something they would keep close to their heart
in an act of remembrance. Allowing themselves to be inspired and moved
by the energy of Deir El Kalaa, the artists also explored the imprint left by
the lives of ancient communities and the objects that remain from forgotten
traditions and rituals.
The resulting installation consists of twelve round locket pendants, four of each
size, shaped like moons and suns. They are crafted from copper and resin and
contain photographs of artefacts or items related to the myths and practices
of Deir El Kalaa, along with small relics, plants, and organic components found
in situ. Three pendants are installed at each of the four cardinal points: north,
south, east and west. They are displayed hanging in glass-blown bottles or on
antique olive presses and stones under glass domes.
To bring their vision to life, DeGem and Tabet worked with local glassmakers
Nisrine Khalife and Pierre Rajha; Topkapi, the factory which crafted the
copper pendants; Coin d’Art for the photo prints. This work is realized
because of the support of George Salameh and Clémence Cottard Hachem.
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Oliver DeGem
Born and raised in Beirut, Oliver DeGem (b. 1978) has been working as a design
consultant for more than a decade. With a focus in Nordic design and luxury
brands, Oliver launched his first jewelry collection Planete in 2017 as part of
Beirut Design Week. Produced in Lebanon and made of 925 sterling silver,
Oliver DeGem Jewelry is DeGem’s childhood dream, bringing together his
two main passions: sleek lines and statement pieces. He is represented by
@boutique.hub.beirut and additionally showcases his work on Instagram @
oliverdegemjewelry.

Caroline Tabet
Caroline Tabet (b. 1974) is a photographer and video artist. Her practice
explores the relationship between the urban landscape and human
trajectories, as well as notions of memory and loss. Her photographic work
draws on research in experimental techniques through the use of organic
matter and analog enlargement as well as manual transformations and
alterations in the darkroom. Together with Joanna Andraos, Tabet cofounded
Engram Collective in 2003. Her work has been shown at Les Rencontres de
la photographie, Arles, France (2019) (as Engram Collective); La Première et
la Troisième Biennales des Photographes du Monde Arabe Contemporain,
Paris (2019 & 2015); the Sursock Museum (as Engram Collective), Beirut (2017);
Galleria Il Frantoio, Capalbio, Italy (2016); and Art Factum Gallery, Beirut (2013).
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Gaïa Fodoulian and Nathaniel Rackowe
with Kamil Mrad and Roger Gemayel
Drop by drop
2021
Painted stainless steel and LED lights
100 x 100 x 240 cm
Drop by Drop is a new collaborative artwork by Gaïa Fodoulian and Nathaniel
Rackowe. It combines forms and concepts from two of Fodoulian’s unrealized
design pieces and marries them with Rackowe’s approach to light and
structure.
As a point of departure, Rackowe first looked to Fodoulian’s elegant, modular
stacking storage system with parallel steel bars bent into a cube. He further
deconstructed its form, in keeping with the original concept of the design.
Rackowe also drew influence from a sink designed by Fodoulian titled
Gocciagoccia which resembles a cross-section of a stalactite, inspired
by Lebanon’s famous Jeita Grotto, demonstrating the pride she felt in her
country.
The steel beams in Drop by Drop – variously hanging down and reaching
up, crafted by steelmaker Kamil Mrad – echo the forms of stalactites and
stalagmites. The fractured lines of the artwork mirror the ruins of Deir El
Kalaa, its broken columns, and disintegrated architecture.
The name of this piece – Drop by Drop – is the English translation of
Fodoulian’s title Gocciagoccia; it also references Rackowe’s contribution to
the design, adding drops of light at the tips of the steel beams in collaboration
with lighting expert Roger Gemayel. The work is rooted in Lebanon’s
past, both in its concept and as a tribute to Fodoulian’s life and work. By
incorporating light, the caged form is opened up, pointing to a hopeful future.
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Gaïa Fodoulian
Gaïa Fodoulian (b. 1991 – d. 2020) was a Lebanese designer and art gallerist.
She completed her undergraduate studies in product design at Atelier
Hermès, Geneva, in 2013, and in 2015 graduated from the master’s program
in Italian luxury products at Istituto Marangoni, Milan. Returning to her native
Lebanon following her studies, Fodoulian collaborated with a Salzburg-based
design firm on the upholstering and refurbishment of 1940s furniture, giving
new life to forgotten objects. From 2017 to 2019, she was the gallery manager
and assistant director of Letitia Gallery in Beirut, working closely on all aspects
of the exhibition-making process from communications and production to
installation and exhibition design. In her own design practice, Fodoulian was
a strong proponent of using fair trade products; she favored the making of
unique pieces over editioned works and was bold in her use and mixing of
different materials in the objects she created. Her passion for design was
fueled by the local and international designers she deeply admired including
Zaha Hadid, Giulio Cappellini, David/Nicolas, Karen Chekerdjian, and Philippe
Starck. AD Leb was Fodoulian’s pilot project which was violently interrupted
following her death in the Beirut port explosion of 4 August 2020. Today, her
mother Annie Vartivarian is realizing this vision as a tribute to her daughter.

Nathaniel Rackowe
Nathaniel Rackowe (b. 1975) is an artist based in London, UK. Spanning public
art, installation, sculpture, photography, and painting, his works are abstracted
impressions of today's metropolitan experience, evoked through the
vicissitudes of light as it ﬂfluctuates throughout the city. As such, his large-scale,
urban-influenced structures and light sculptures are designed to recreate the
experience of navigating the city around us. Inspired by modernism, ﬁfilm, and
video games, Rackowe uses the mass-manufactured derivative products of
the modernist era – glass, corrugated plastics, concrete, scaffolding, breeze
blocks, and strip lights – to recreate the collective experience and visual
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sensations of urban contemporary life, while incorporating a deeply personal
emotional response to passing through built spaces. Recent exhibitions
include Passing Through, FOLD Gallery, London, UK (2021); Luminous
Territories, Alserkal Avenue, Dubai, UAE (2019); The Shape of a City, Letitia
Gallery, Beirut, Lebanon (2018); Black Shed Expanded, Parasol Unit, London,
UK (2016); and Edge Lands, Galerie Jérôme Pauchant, Paris, France (2014).
His works are part of several permanent collections, including VR d'Affaux
Collection, Paris, France; Vente Privée, Paris, France; Cisneros Fontanals Art
Foundation (CIFO), Miami, US; and the Museum of Modern Art, Lima, Peru.
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Mohamad Kanaan
Eye, Sea and Dance
2021
Object 1: Steel, concrete and marble, 60 x 60 x 90 cm
Object 2: Steel, 140 x 12 x 160 cm
Object 3: Steel, 40 x 60 x 120 cm
Object 4: Steel, 40 x 40 x 190 cm
Object 5: Steel, 30 x 30 x 170 cm
Object 6: Steel, 50 x 50 x 200 cm
Object 7: Steel, 60 x 230 x 210 cm
Inspired by the layered history of Deir El Kalaa, Mohamad Kanaan has
crafted a series of seven mobile, interlocking sculptures which draw from
Islamic, Roman and Phoenician mythologies and explore themes around
syntax and love.
The works, and the spatial relationships between them, are intended to
reference stories of ancient gods who were worshipped at Deir El Kalaa: Juno,
Poseidon, Baal Marcod, and Aeolus. The centrality and power of nature in
mythology is echoed by the landscape of the exhibition’s outdoor setting, with
which the works interact.
The pieces bear resemblance to both architectural and bodily forms and are
inspired by poetry, romance, and tragedy. With talismanic qualities, they are
influenced by the principles of sympathetic magic, the law of similarity and
the law of contagion.
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Mohamad Kanaan
Mohamad Kanaan (b. 1989) is an artist living and working in Beirut. He holds an
MFA from the School of Art Institute of Chicago and BA in Architecture from
the American University of Beirut where he currently teaches. His practice is
steered by research-led explorations into religion, sexuality, and spirituality.
What is it like to be a body that is often situated on the periphery of two
realities? This question is the starting point of Kanaan’s practice, with each
work acting as a piece of evidence in the ongoing investigation, oscillating
between opposing spheres: the physical and digital, the personal and political,
the micro and macro. Kanaan was a resident at Gapado Artist Residency in
South Korea (2019); Casa Wabi in Mexico (2017); and Beirut Artist Residency,
Lebanon (2017). His work has been exhibited in China, the Netherlands, Mexico,
South Korea, Lebanon, and the US.
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Natasha Karam
Given the time, under the shade of
an olive tree
2021
Mixed media installation

When confronted with places and structures that were inhabited thousands
of years ago, one can only wonder how people used to live; what they
used to do, why, and how. Essentially, how similar they were to us. Looking
at the stones of Deir El Kalaa, at what is left of an ancient society, Karam
considered how the passage of time for humans is marked by constant acts
of creation and destruction: we create, we destroy, and then we create again
with what remains.
The remains of structures used for olive oil production are present on-site,
indicating that a plantation of olive trees must have grown nearby.
Karam became particularly drawn to the process of extracting oil, a method
which has changed very little over the years – from Roman times to the
present day. It is a familiar and recognizable tradition which connects the
people of Lebanon to their past. But how many people would know, without
being told, what these rounded stones represent?
Given the time, under the shade of an olive tree is a mixed media installation
with the humble goal to bring back traces of the presence of olive oil
production, of the tree itself and the use of olive wood, with olive leaves,
rocks, and ink and olive oil on paper.
The leaves are what remain, discarded during the oil-making process,
signifying the work that has been done to create the final product. The
presence of olive leaves in the open space – with no trees in sight – reminds
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visitors of our relationship with the past; how much has stayed the same, and
how much has changed.

Natasha Karam
Natasha Karam (b. 1997) is a multidisciplinary creative. She grew up in Beirut,
and after living and studying in Scotland, she was pulled back here inexorably.
In her practice, she floats – with wonder and conviction – between images,
words, sounds, and movement, through which she questions herself and her
environment. Her work explores the intersection between the human and the
natural world, and the various journeys of beings that overlap in life. She has
exhibited her work in group shows in both Edinburgh and Beirut, showcasing
mostly mixed media installations and photography. She is also a movement artist,
having recently worked on a dance film project.
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Hussein Nassereddine with Marwan
Bou Ghanem of Safa Group
A few decent ways to drown
2021
Limestone, steel, carbon paper and sunlight
Piece 1: 400 x 130 x 27 cm
Piece 2: 250 x 253 x 27 cm
Piece 3: 320 x 300 x 27 cm
“Time, which ravages fortresses and great cities, only enriches poetry.”
Does water ever remain the same? Is it the same water of bygone ages and
their eroded landmarks?
The ancient poets in the Arabic literary canon often mused on water features
and praised the intricacies of ornamental fountains. But time, which uproots
even the greatest cities and kingdoms, weighs down on the descriptions
carried by eloquent tongues before they are lost forever to history’s waters.
What happens to all this water? Perhaps the act of drowning becomes a
necessity for historicizing.
A few decent ways to drown is an installation by artist Hussein
Nassereddine that explores the fragile relationship between poetry, water,
and time. It consists of three fountains whose surfaces are made up of
papers that once belonged to collectors and editors of poetic manuscripts,
retaining their notes and observations. Abandoned by history, they remain
folded and forgotten in poetry books. The passage of time has left them
withering, their colours changed, while they seek desperately to escape the
deathly touch of water.
Nassereddine drew inspiration from the existing archaeological structures
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and layout of Deir El Kalaa to inform the shapes and positioning of his
limestone fountains, created with stonemason Marwan Bou Ghanem.
Nassereddine’s vision for this garden of water echoes the descriptions of
fountains of ancient palaces.

Hussein Nassereddine
Hussein Nassereddine (b. 1993) lives and works in Beirut. His work in installation,
performance, video and writing originates from a practice around language that
builds fragile monuments – some verbal, some sonic, some tactile – rooted in
collective histories and resources of poetry, ruins, construction, and imagemaking. Nassereddine was a fellow in Ashkal Alwan's Home Workspace program
in 2018. In 2020, he published How to see the columns as palm trees, the
seventh book in the Kayfa-ta series.
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Adrian Pepe
Sky Map
with Bisat Al Rih Women Weaver
2021
Embroidered Wool
223 x 170 cm

Hush
Site installation
Felt
400 x 390 x 215 cm
Fibre artist Adrian Pepe collaborated with Bisat Al Rih, a group of Lebanese
craftswomen who work with wool for the creation of carpets and tapestries.
Through a process of spinning, hand embroidering, and felting, the wool is
transformed into artefacts laden with emotion, mythology, and symbolism.
Pepe presents an embroidered Sky Map - inspired by the way shepherds
relied on stars for guidance - within a site-specific installation.
Another installation work, Hush, is conceived as a floor to ceiling woollen
macrocosm made of felt, considered to be the oldest known textile. Used as
clothing and shelter throughout the ages, it is interconnected with ancient
nomadic traditions. Its craft entails the compression of fibres, symbolic of
the melding of history, context, skill, the practitioner, and the animal inherent
in the process.
The revival of felt-making practices in a contemporary form engages the local
community and celebrates an ancient skill and the civilization attached to it.
In these uncertain times and a moment of global fragility, Pepe’s works evoke
a dormant, more tangible understanding of nature and a primal, grounded
form of existence. It is in times of crisis that we find most freedom and clarity,
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exploring the realm of possibility to creatively shift our perspective towards a
better future.

Adrian Pepe
Adrian Pepe (b. 1984) is a fiber artist based in Beirut. His work focuses on textile
practices from the Levant, working hand-in-hand with artisans of the region,
unearthing ancient craft practices and weaving them into contemporary pieces.
His integrated approach entwines culture, history, and performance with art,
design, and interiors. In his work, he performs a sort of shadowgraphy, crafting
objects and experiences as tools to enable an open discourse on materiality, our
morphing cultural landscape, and our present condition. In 2021, Pepe won the
SCAD Alumni Atelier Grant and the Fiber Arts Network: FELT Fiber Transformed
Award. Solo and group exhibitions include Beirut Concept at Dubai Design
Week, UAE (2021); Entangled Matters at Agial Gallery, Beirut, Lebanon (2021);
Harvest: Mushroom Explorations at Beirut Design Week, Lebanon (2016); Hair
Explorations at Non-Fiction Gallery, Savannah, GA (2013); and Seoul Design Fair,
South Korea (2010).

Bisat Al Rih
Bisat Al Rih is a group of Lebanese craftswomen from the west of Bekaa, in
Aarsal. They use traditional loom-weaving techniques to create rugs, carpets,
and wall hangings. The collective seeks to revive an ancient craft and preserve
local culture by using wool to support the local economy, additionally providing
employment opportunities for women.
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Mahmoud El Safadi
Bearing Bodies
2021
Coloured plaster, various local plants, and seeds
Dimensions variable
Bearing Bodies is a series of site-specific works created in response to the
site of Deir El Kalaa, a Roman cultic complex and Byzantine town that now lies
in ruins. Visitors walk in this place among the archaeological remains, whose
artefacts are continually repurposed and bear new life as the years go by.
Exploring issues of urban destruction, abstraction of time, decay and rebirth
in relation to our ecology, El Safadi’s sculptures extend the embodiment of
ruin; the gestures of the fragmented bodily forms imply moments of violence,
love, affection, and loss. Placed amongst trees, buried in the earth, and
emerging from surfaces, the pieces are at once entwined with the space
and yet seem to look for an escape. Various local medicinal herbs, plants and
seeds grow out of and onto the sculptures, forming new life in need of tending
and care.
El Safadi’s work explores the interdependence of natural ecological cycles
and human intervention, the relationship between the earth and the built
environment. The plants grow freely amongst the human forms but are also
affected by our human-made structures and materials. How long can life be
sustained amongst these ruins and gestures at Deir El Kalaa?
The project builds on El Safadi’s previous work Of Flesh and Earth (2017), a
series of clay castings of gestures manipulating and touching the earth.
The work was produced with the assistance of Paul Merhy, Nouhad Hannaddaher
and Gabriel Moufarrej. Thanks to Firas El Yammouni, Mona Hodeib, Hussein
Kazoun, Tarek Moukaddem, Christine Tohme, Ali Younes, Ali Yassine.
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Mahmoud Safadi
Artist and filmmaker Mahmoud El Safadi (b. 1987) examines notions of urbanism
and its intersection with the natural world. His work employs video, photography,
and installation to question our material and metaphysical relationship to familiar
spaces, negotiating the boundaries between nature and culture, between the
natural and the non-natural. El Safadi's work has been presented in exhibitions
at the Pattison Outdoor Billboard Public Art Project, Capture Photography
Festival, Vancouver, Canada (2021); March Project, Sharjah Art Foundation,
UAE (2017); 32nd Salon d'Automne, Sursock Museum, Beirut, Lebanon (2016);
4th Aflam International Festival of Arab Cinema, Marseille, France (2016); In the
heart of the heart of another country, ArtBOX, Thessaloniki, Greece and Beirut
(2016); Immersion, Al Ma'mal Foundation for Contemporary Art, East Jerusalem,
Palestine (2016); Exposure 7: Mobility, Beirut Art Center, Lebanon (2015); and
A Museum of Immortality, Ashkal Alwan, Beirut, Lebanon (2014). El Safadi was
a fellow in Ashkal Alwan’s Home Workspace Program in 2014-2015. He holds a
BFA in film and video production, new media, and history from York University,
Toronto, Canada (2010).
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Christine Safatly
Outside Inside Outside 3
2021
Fabric, nails, staples, latex, wire, tape, plastic,
salt, sugar, and acrylic paint
160 x 37 x 23 cm

Piece 1
2019
Fabric pierced with nails
74 x 24 x 12 cm

Untitled - Lost
2020
Pencil, soft pastel, sanguine.
4 drawings 45 x 29.5 cm
1 drawing 45 x 15 cm
2 drawings 22 x 15 cm

X Ray Scanner 3
2021
Pencil, feutre colours, charcoal, acrylic.
180 x 194 cm

Christine Safatly explores in her work how materiality can be deployed to echo
collective experiences and struggles in Lebanon. Her study of socio-political,
environmental, and corporeal conditions is rooted in her use of biological and
inorganic elements in sculpture and drawing.
In Lost in the Right Direction, she presents works from her ongoing series
There’s No Difference Between Ketchup and Ripe Tomatoes (2019–). She
creates drawings and multimedia assemblages with disparate materials - such
as charcoal, pastel, acrylic, oil paint, latex, sugar, salt, metal, nails, wire, fabric,
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and cardboard - to explore gendered corporeality, childhood memories, and
everyday encounters with oppressive systems. The series is at once wellresearched and organized, while being strongly intuitive and chaotic.

Christine Safatly
Born in Minieh, Lebanon, and now living and working in Beirut, Christine Safatly
(b.1992) received her Master’s Degree in Fine Arts from the Lebanese University
in 2018, where she specialized in painting, drawing, and sculpture. She was a
fellow of Ashkal Alwan’s Home Workspace Program in 2019-20. Her work has
been exhibited at the Institut français du Liban and Haven for Artists.
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Roula Salamoun and Ieva Saudargaitė
Douaihi with Nohad El Daher
Future was a year ago, series
Block R35.5992068 ,33.8562688( 01)
2021
Resin
Edition of 3 with 1 AP
30 x 27 x 27 cm
Photo Block R35.5992068 ,33.8562688( 01)
2021
Diasec
Edition of 3 with 1 AP
30 x 24 cm
Block R35.5992068 ,33.8562688( 01)
2021
NFT
A simple building block – it carries with it a beginning and an end; the beginning
of a wall, the end of an empire. A small unit of a much bigger story, that of a
place, a land, and its history. Carved out from a mountain that once lay under
an ocean, it was brought to this place to support many others like it and to
witness the past, our present, and the future. It sits where it belongs: its weight,
proportions and surfaces are of and for this place. Locked in by its materiality, it
is to remain deep-seated and protected in the ruins of Deir El Kalaa.
Replicating the surfaces, textures, and lithophytes of the original, a new block
is its clone in resin, borrowing the erosion and chisel marks that have shaped its
form. Block R01 - crafted with artisan Nohad El Daher - is a ghost of the original
stone rendered in material of today and is consequently an original of its own
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time. Adopting the tones of the rocks on site, the new block glows in the light
and readies itself to become an archaeological artefact of the future.
Following the cloning of Block R01, the exercise in mimesis continues in print
and plays on the possibility of an archaeology of the future. A photograph is
captured in Deir El Kalaa with Block R01 positioned near where the original was
found. Whilst it is reminiscent of the original, it is also marked out as an alien,
bearing no real resemblance to its neighbouring materials nor its context; it has
an uncanny appearance, seemingly yearning to be quarried out of this ancient
site and into a future we are not yet a part of.
In the third and final iteration of mimesis, the block is recreated in the digital
sphere via photogrammetry and converted into an NFT, thus becoming a
block within the blockchain.
Converting the surfaces and textures of the resin reproduction into digital
data that can be infinitely copied with a simple click, the NFT catapults the
idea and data of the block into a different dimension, beyond chronological,
spatial, and geographical boundaries. The block’s journey from geological
matter to the archaeological artefact is carried along into new materialities,
dimensions, and fiction.

Roula Salamoun
Roula Salamoun (b. 1984) is an architect, designer, and the founder of a studio
developing multidisciplinary projects. Her practice explores the boundaries
between analog and digital design practices, experiential design, and material
experimentation through multi-scalar interventions ranging from architecture to
product design. Salamoun has a BA in Architecture from the American University
of Beirut and pursued graduate studies at Columbia University, New York, where
she was awarded the William Kinne fellowship. She co-founded the GSAPP
collective for Beirut in 2020 and collaborated with artist Ieva Saudargaitė
Douaihi on Nationmetrix, a multi-sensorial installation that probes into the
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experience of crossing national borders with a Lebanese passport, for which
they received the 2019 Arte Laguna ARS Prize. Her work has been exhibited at
Studio X in New York, US (2011); the Venice Architecture Biennale, Italy (2014);
the House of Today Biennale, Beirut, Lebanon (2008); the Piasa Auction in
Paris, France (2020); and Dubai Design Week, UAE (2021). Her work has been
highlighted in major trade publications such as Wallpaper*, Architectural
Digest, Galerie Magazine, and Domus.

Ieva Saudargaitė Douaihi
Ieva Saudargaitė Douaihi (b.1988) is a Lithuanian-Lebanese photographer
and artist based in Beirut. She grew up between Lithuania, the United Arab
Emirates, and Lebanon, and studied Architecture at the Lebanese American
University in Byblos and the École Spéciale d’Architecture in Paris. Informed
by her background in architecture, her artistic practice spans varied media.
Through materiality, sequencing, choice of medium or location, her work
explores how seemingly mundane materials, gestures, artefacts, and scenes
engage with the status quo. In 2021, she received both the Boghossian
Foundation Award for Photography and the ADPP Mentorship Award. She
also co-founded Digital Fountain, an online photography platform. In 2017, she
collaborated with architect and designer Roula Salamoun on the multi-sensory
installation Nationmetrix, for which they received the 2019 Arte Laguna ARS
Prize. Her work has been exhibited internationally at the Institut du Monde
Arabe, Paris, France (2019 and 2021); the Middle East Institute in Washington,
US (2020); the Lebanese Pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale, Italy
(2019); and Mediterranea 18, Tirana, Albania (2018). She has additionally shown
work at various spaces in Beirut, including La Vitrine (2020); Beit Beirut (2020
and 2019); Sursock Museum (2019); Beirut Art Center (2018); and Beirut
Art Fair (2018 and 2019). Her first monograph, Beirut, Naked City (Medawar
Editions) was published in 2019.
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Sibylle Tarazi with Elia Lucas and
Elie Morcos
Olivia bench
2021
Limestone, Iroko wood, and stainless steel
170 x 37 x 42 cm
As a child, Sibylle Tarazi often visited Deir El Kalaa with her mother – an
archaeologist – so became familiar with the site and its various ruins. She
was particularly fascinated by a pottery workshop, the baths, the Byzantine
church, and an olive press.
These memories, and a recent return to the site, prompted the artist to
think about how ancient civilizations can just vanish. Tarazi channelled her
inspiration to craft a bench, a sculptural, timeless piece that creates a link
between the past, the present, and the future; it also retains a playful touch,
reminiscent of the lightness of childhood.
When making the bench, Tarazi imagined visitors sitting on it beneath the
oak tree, surrounded by shattered columns, stones, wildflowers, dried leaves,
and acorns. It is a place for contemplating nature and enjoying the present
moment; for considering the history of the site and how life there once was;
for thinking of the past and remembering loved ones; and also for dreaming of
the future. As well as providing a playful element, the shaped stainless-steel
handle evokes direction, orientation, and time.
For Tarazi, mixing materials is part of the storytelling process. The materials
for this bench are all locally sourced, blending with their surroundings and
representing the passage of time. Collaboration is a core part of her practice
and to bring this vision to life, Tarazi worked with Elia Lucas for the marble
sculpting and Elie Morcos for the woodwork.
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Sibylle Tarazi
Sibylle Tarazi (b. 1978) is a Lebanese-Italian product designer and artist based
in Beirut. She founded her namesake label in 2017, creating handcrafted pieces
produced in partnership with excellent local craftsmen and artisans using
recycled materials. Her body of work reflects her eclectic life experiences,
and her connection to nature, all the while referencing the passing of time.
She studied graphic design and fine arts at the American University of Beirut
and earned an MA in accessories design with a focus on jewelry from Domus
Academy in Milan, Italy. Born to a family of archaeologists, designers, and
craftsmen specializing in Middle Eastern art, Tarazi became intimately familiar
with different crafts from a very young age. Ultimately, this creative vein and
savoir-faire made their way into her own meticulous work. Her pieces have
been exhibited in Beirut, Paris, and Milan.
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Christian Zahr
Envelope for a Byzantine column barrel
Concrete blocks/ limestone
5th century AC-2021
70 x 240 cm

Envelope for a Byzantine column base
Clay bricks/ limestone
5th century AC-2021
80 x 80 x 40 cm

Envelope for a Byzantine entrance door
base
Clay bricks/ limestone
5th century AC-2021
80 x 40 x 120 cm

Envelope for a Byzantine mosaic
Cement/ Limestone and marble
5th century AC-2021
154 x 104 cm
The site of Deir El Kalaa witnessed the last chapter of the Lebanese civil war.
During this period, to safeguard valuable historical objects in the National
Museum, concrete blocks were used to create protective boxes and concrete
was poured on mosaics to preserve vital pieces of the country’s past.
Zahr’s four “envelopes” - using bricks or concrete - have been crafted for the
structures of Deir El Kalaa; a box for a specific stone feature, a home for a
ruin. This encapsulation creates an intriguing dialogue between content and
container – between a chipped stone and its box. The meticulous handiwork
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of the stonemason generates new forms, bridging the passage of time
between the creation of the original feature and the creation of its modernday envelope.
In a collaboration between the craftsman and the artist, the work fluctuates
between the ancient and the new. It prompts us to question our relationship
to our heritage and its conservation, breaking down the barrier between
artefacts and art.

Christian Zahr
Christian Zahr (b. 1977) studied architecture at the Académie Libanaise des
Beaux-Arts, Beirut, and in 2012, he founded Studio Christian Zahr, a processdriven studio where he developed his practice as an architect, landscape
designer, object designer, and artist. Navigating various disciplines, Zahr blurs
the boundaries between them with the aim of creating a new visual language.
Zahr's interest in materiality, absence, and time comes as a response to
pressing social issues. In his work, he addresses people's lived experiences
via a focus on the local. His work as a designer/ sculptor has been showcased
in several international exhibitions, including Salone del Mobile Milano, Italy
(2021); Beirut Design Fair, Lebanon (2019); 1000 Vases, Dubai Design District,
UAE (2019); La Vitrine, Beirut Art Residency, Lebanon (2019); Beirut Design
Week, Beit Beirut, Lebanon (2018); and Post-it, La Galerie de L’Architecture,
Paris, France (2004). His work has also been featured in various architecture
and design publications including Dezeen, Wallpaper*, Interior Design,
L’Officiel Homme, and Les Inrockuptibles.
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The production of most of the works was made under the
supervision of Jessica Merjaneh.
Jessica Merjaneh
Jessica Merjaneh (b.1992) has a deep-routed passion for the cultural sector, not
only for art’s ability to spark debate but also the joy that it brings to our everyday
life. She graduated with a BA in interior architecture from the Académie
Libanaise des Beaux-Arts (ALBA) and holds an MA in Museum Studies and
Cultural Heritage Management from the University of Balamand. Since 2018,
she has been working closely with non-profit organizations and artists on a
multitude of exhibitions, primarily in production and installation. The process of
putting together an exhibition is always fascinating to her, and she embraces
opportunities to create links between artists, artisans, and small businesses
through collaborations. She has previously worked on Cycles of Collapsing
Progress at the Rashid Karami International Fair organized by Beirut Museum of
Art (BeMA) and STUDIOCUR/ART, and Ashkal Alwan’s HomeWorks 8.
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Cultural and Archaeological Mediation
ṢSilāt for Culture
Extrusion – Byzantine Basilica
2021
Installation, wire mesh on wood
Height 90 cm

Emulation – Olive Press
2021
Wood and fibre weaving in combination with archaeological features
As a young not-for-profit organization working with Lebanese archaeology
and heritage, S
Ṣ ilāt aspires to reconnect local communities with their heritage
through arts, culture, and creativity. For the design intervention Extrusion,
S
Ṣ ilāt collaborated with wood and iron artisans to present some of the lost
architectural elements - specifically, the columns - of the Byzantine Basilica
at Deir El Kalaa. Using wire mesh on wooden bases, the installation reveals
the lost physical elements and enhances visitors’ understanding of the
Basilica’s layout without jeopardizing the original material’s integrity. Extrusion
strikes a challenging middle ground between the site’s disintegration and its
reconstruction; it is a process of reimagining architectural remains through
artistic creativity. With this intervention, SṢilāt invites the wider cultural
community to consider creative methods of presenting and responding to
incomplete archaeological ruins; yet to simultaneously respect international
standards and current philosophical ideas around the interpretation and
adaptation of archaeological sites.
While Extrusion creates a bridge between archaeology and the public through
art, Emulation adopts a more scientific yet simpler approach to showcase
the remains of an Olive Press. S
Ṣ ilāt sought to highlight the layout and features
of the olive press through archaeological surface cleaning by experienced
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archaeologists. Based on meticulous study of archival photos of the olive press,
iṢ lāt reassembled elements that have previously been tampered with. Finally,
wooden elements and fibre-woven oil pressing mats were introduced to aid
the visitor’s understanding of how this space once functioned, hence improving
their experience and fostering deeper connections with these ruins, beyond
their initial appearance as a haphazard ‘pile of stones’.
Both interventions are part of S
Ṣ ilāt’s ongoing experimental project to physically
explain ruins in the absence of matter through different mediums, while
respecting standards in the heritage conservation field.

SṢilāt for Culture
SṢilāt – “connections” in English – is both its name and a statement of its purpose.
S
Ṣ ilāt thrives to bind communities together by promoting and safeguarding
identities, traditions, and values through public cultural programs and artistic
activities. It, therefore, brings forth new sustainable cultural opportunities to
local communities, as well as bringing communities closer to their culture.
SṢilāt believes in the strategic and transformative role of culture in the socioeconomic and human development of societies. Thus, one of its goals is to
empower people via reconnecting with their cultural heritage through arts,
culture, and the creative industries.
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